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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

Authorship and Date of the Cidgagana-candrika

The publication of the manuscript containing the text of the

Cidgagana-candrika—a book dealing with Saiva Tantrikism in a

masterly but somewhat abstruse style, demands first of all a few

words about its author and date. The book has been declared by

an expert Sanskrit Pandit like Svami 5rl Trivikrama Tirtha to be

the work of the great poet Kalidasa and his opinion is shared by

others.

That Cidgagana-candrika is the work of Kalidasa is clearly

stated by the author himself in many places of the text. In the

benedictory verse the author says :

—

The concluding stanzas of the book also make further notes to

the same effect :

—

In his ‘ Parimala’ commentary on his own work “Mahnrtha-

manjari,” Goraksanatha (Mahesvaranatha) has quoted several

passages from the Cidgagana-candrika to substantiate his own
statement. While quoting passages from the Cidgagana-candrika

the great scholar-mystic Bhasuranandanatha (Bhaskara Raya) in

his commentary, named ‘Saubhagya-bhaskara, on the ‘Lalita-

sahasranama, acknowledged them as Kalidasa’s assertions. In

some places he even mentioned the name of Cidgagana-candrika.

Amrtanandanatha, too, in his ‘DIpika’ commentary on the

‘Yoginihrdaya,’ has referred to this celebrated work. Again,

Cidgagana-candrika by Kalidasa is referred to by Kaivalyasrama,

a pupil of Govindasrama, in his Saubhagyabodhinl Tika on Ananda-

laharl.* This clearly shows that the name of the author of

Cidgagana-candrika is Kalidasa.

* Cf. Catalog us Codicum Sanscritlcorum ( Oxf. ), p. 108,
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Is the author of the Cidgagana-candrika then the same person

as the great poet Kalidasa, the brightest gem of the court of

Vikramaditya ? If, after going through Khandana-khanda-
khadya, we can recognise a philosopher in Sri Harsa, the author
of the Nai?adhlya, there is nothing to be surprised at if the
great poet Kalidasa be found to be the author of a book on
Tantra. Tradition says that for his supreme devotion to Goddess
Kali, he obtained from her the gift of his unparalleled poetic

genius. Now the author of the Cidgagana-candrika is also known
to be a worshipper of Kali. In many places of this book, while

speaking of the glory of devotion, he addressed the Devi as Kali

and introduced himself as Kalidasa, the servant of Kali. He
says :

—

Again the last line |”

of the second verse of the Cidgagana-candrika is identical with the

last line of the opening (Nandi) verse of the Malavikagnimitra

which may also lead to the supposition that the Mahakavi
Kalidasa and the Tantrika Kalidasa, the author of the Cidgagana-

candrika, are one and the same person.*

Another traditional account records that Kalidasa was left

an orphan by the death of his parents in the prime of their lives.

Brought up by a cowherd in his helpless condition, the boy
though very handsome, remained illiterate. Bhlmasukla, the

king of Benares, had a daughter named VasantI, who was the

most accomplished lady of the day. She had taken a solemn

vow not to take anyone as her husband who would not be
well versed in all arts and sciences. The king’s ministers, who
were vanquished by her in learned discussions, cleverly got her

married to this Kalidasa by a stratagem. Soon after, the

princess discovered the trick that had been played on her.

£he, however, being a devotee of Kali, the Goddess out of pity

for her marked upon Kalidasa’s tongue the Mantrika letters

* It wou’d not be perhaps qui e irrelevant to point out in this connexion that the concluding

line of the Cidgagana-candrika which runs as

Jsfterdt h 3’

suggests that the author was possibly known as Sribatsa,
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(Vijaksarani) which endowed him with a ready wit in speaking

and versifying. After that he came to be known as a

Mahakavi and became a devoted worshipper of Kali.* That

Kalidasa was a worshipper of Kali may be guessed from the

celebrated Stotra 5yamaladandaka (Kavyamala, N. S. S.), which

is ascribed to Kalidasa. In this work he has sung the glory of

Matangi who is one of the sixteen-Mahavidyas.

Do the dates, however, agree to warrant such identification?

Of documentary evidences relating to the date of the Cidgagana-

candrika we have nothing more than the few following

references.

The Sloka 305 of the work, as quoted above, states that it

is more or less a continuation of Kramastuti by Siddhanatba

who is also known as fsambhunatha. This has also been said by

Prthvldharacarya in his Bhuvanesvarl Stotra.f So there can

be no doubt that the Cidgagana-candrika of Kalidasa was

composed after the Kramastuti. But Abhinavaguptapada also

composed another work named Kramastotra. This work is not

the same as that of Sambhunatha’s. Kramastotra by Abhinava-

guptapada was composed in the 66th year of Kashmir. The

concluding lines of Kramastotra clearly state this.

Atrain, it is known that isambhunatha and Abhinava-

guptapada lived and wrote in the same age. To be a little

more precise, it should be made clear that from fSambhunatha

Abhinavaguptapada gathered a complete knowledge of the

purport and mystery of the Tantras, and then began writing

Tantra-Nibandhas. Abhinavagupta did not feel ashamed to

admit this in many places of his numerous works.J Now
* Religion and Philosophy oi Kaadasa by Narasimha lengar, B. A., M. R. A. S.,—Vide

Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXXIX, 1910.

ssfteiryRrH

dr^K
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Abhinavagupta composed Brhat-pratyabhijna-vimarsinI in 1014
A. D. The last two lines of the work throw much light on
this problem.

—

“CRf ^TTT^f

jmUriMi-wra n”

Probably the Cidgagana-candrika was composed a little earlier
than Abhinavaguptapada’s Tantraloka. The date of the com-
position of the Cidgagana-candrika may, therefore, be fixed
near the beginning of the 11th century A. D. Can its author be
identified with the great poet Kalidasa of immortal fame, who can
by no means be placed later than the sixth century A. D. ? The
answer is plain enough

.

It will not be out of place here to make a passing reference

to Matrgupta who is regarded as the Kalidasa of Kashmir.
Matrgupta lived during the time of Emperor Harsa-Vikramaditya
of UjjayinI, and later on was made the king of Kashmir by the
great Emperor. He belonged to the ‘Trika’ School of Kashmir
and finally renounced the world after the death of his patron
Vikramaditya. A detailed account of his life may be obtained

from Kalhana’s Rajatarangini.* Again, in the Prabandha-Ko§a
by itajasekhara it is stated that there were three poets of the

name of Kalidasa, Abhinava-Kalidasa, and Nava-Kalidasa. (9th-

10th century A.D.)f

Poet Kfilidasa’s name has been almost a household word of

India, so much so that different types of works belonging to

STWPK t

u

M-MP4RW I

* Cf. “ Matrgupta was, according to Kalhana, a predecessor of Pravarascna (the

celebrated author of the Setubandha), and his personality has suffered a confusion with

Kalidasa by unwise conjecture ”—Keith, A Hist of Sans. Lit , P 13a Cf . Winternitz, GI

ill; Liv\i Tl. i, 183 f.

Stein fixes the dates of Matrgupta and Pravarasena to be the latter part of the sixth

century A. D.—Stein, Rajtar
,
III. 125*326.

t Aufrecht ; Cat : Cat. P I, p, 99,
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different ages composed by different unknown authors have

been wrongly ascribed to him. There is a work on

astronomy named Jyotirvidabharana that also passes in his

name. But eminent authorities like Dr. Bhau Daji and others

are of opinion that this work was written by some later author.

The attempt to ascribe this Cidgagana-candrika also to Poet

Kalidasa, seems to have been inspired by some later scribe or

scholar who did not think of the chronological discrepancies

involved in the matter.
%

CHAPTER II

Critical Estimate of the Work

In the Cidgagana-candrika the eulogy of Devi as Adya Sakti is full

of abstruse principles. Of course, the known principles of worship

have been given in a very luculent way. The text of the Cidgagana-

candrika is divided into four discourses or chapters. Ihe first of

the four chapters gives the central idea in a succinct manner.

The other three chapters are more or less in the form of amplifica-

tions, actually serving as commentaries on the first. The principles

given aphoristically in the first, have been fully expanded and

thoroughly commented upon in the last three chapters.

In chapter I, the author deals mainly with Sivatattva, Prakasa-

vimarsatattva, Isvaratattva, Brahmasvarupa, Pratyabhijna, Sakti-

tattva, Bhedalcarana, Gunatraya, Isvarasakti, Jnana, Dhyana,

Ekagrata, Srsti and Samhara, etc.

Vimarsa-laksana, Vamasakti, Para-pasyantyadi-vakcatustaya,

Dhama, Anahatasvai’a, Kala, Matrka, Nadabindu, Adyaspanda,

Khecarlcatustaya, Paiicavaha, Unman!, Prakiisa, Citta, Vasana,

Paratattva, Samarasya, tjodasakala, Upasana-sadhana, etc., are

the subjects chiefly discussed in the second chapter.

In the third chapter there is a description of—Upasana, Plthot-

patti, Pithacakra, Pujaprakara, Pancavahacakra, Kala, Kundali-

tritaya, Sivamurti, Pankti, Divyaugha, Pancavrtti, Guruvrnda,

Anandacakra, Prakasacakra, Vrndacakra, Mantrasakti, Mudra,

Sivarupa, ^unyapada, Srsti, Antacakra, Vrndacakravyapti, Nada,

Pancayoni, Purnapratha, Khandacakra, Vyomat attva, etc.
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The fourth chapter deals with sadadhva, Candika, Pujadravya,
Pujarahasya, Vimarsasvarupa, Srutipramana, the sthula (gross)

form of the Devi, Mantra£akti, the different forms of Kali, Nada,
Sudhasindhu, Samvitpadma, Mayakarn ika, Prakrtimayapatra,
Pltha, Pretasana, Pujadhikarin, Kallsvarupa, Pancavahakrama,
Murticakra, Turlyapada, Jnana-sadhana, Caranavidya, Samhara-
krama, Mantrapltha, Vyomarupa, Yantra, Navacakra, Guruparam-
para, Gurupaduka, Jnananistha, etc.

The principles, which are already known to the Upasaka, such

as Paiicavaha, Dvadasasakti, Khecari, Gurukrama, the different

forms of idya £akti that are worshipped, Pujakrama, cjadadhva,

Bhavana, the consequence of Bhavana, the Mantra and Mantra-

sakti, Cara, Rava, Caru, the practical results of Mudra etc.,

—

have been discussed as matters of importance in many slokas in

every chapter of the book. In the concluding ten stanzas of

the text, the author has explained the aim of his composing this

book and he did not forget to indicate the effect which it might

produce in near future.

It has already been mentioned before that the author of the

Kramastuti is &rl Siddhanatha (Sri Sambhunatha). He was one

of the most learned men of the famous Trika school of Kashmir.

As Kalidasa composed Cidgagana-candrika in the form of a com-

mentary on Kramastuti, it may be stated that Cidgagana-candrika

also belongs to the Trika school

.

This book does not give descriptions of such forms of Kali as

Guhya-Kali, Hamsa-Kall, Smasana-Kall, Daksina-Kall, Kamakala-

Kall and Guhya-Smasana-Kall, etc
, which are worshipped in

Bengal and Kerala. On the other hand, the forms of Kali like

Srsti-Kali, Sthiti-Kall, Samhara-Kall, Rakta-Kall, Mrtyu-Kall,

Candogra-Kall, Kalasahkarsanl-Kall, etc., which are described by
Abhinavaguptapada and others of Kashmir (but not by the

Bengalee Pandits Krsnananda Agamavaglsa and Raghunatha

Tarkavaglsa, the authors of the Tantrasara and the Agamatattva-

vilasa respectively), are dealt with at length in the Cidgagana-

candrika.

In the prologue of Anuttaramnaya prakarana (section) of

Cidambara Tantra, the name, description and mantra of Kalasan-

karsan! Kali alone are given. But most of the forms mentioned

above are unknown in Bengal and southern India.
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Kalidasa in his Cidgagana-can drika speaks about the upasana

of Paratattva (worship of the Supreme Principle) in the form of

Adya Sakti Kalika. Abhinavaguptapada, too, reiterates the same
thing in details in his Tantraloka and Tantrasara. There is no

doubt that Kalidasa was prior to Abhinavaguptapada ; but both

of them were descended from the same traditional line of Gurus.

This fact becomes clear if we study the slokas dealing with this

subject matter in the first and fourth Ahnika (topical section) of

the Tantraloka.

Gurus, in a subject like Tantra, have to explain to their

students or disciples the secrets and technicalities of their

science, which are passed down from generation to generation in

succession along the chain of followers consisting the particular

school (sampradaya). But in case the links in the chain of

Sisyas break, the secrets known to that school dies with the Guru
;

for no uninitiated person can possibly possess the traditional

knowledge. For this very reason the secrets, current among the

members of one particular school, are not known to the members

of another school. Hence, in order to check the rapid flow of the

Budhistic doctrines, Kumarila Bhatta, the great Mlmamsist

advocate of the Vedas, was obliged to get himself initiated into

Buddhism, by which means alone he could master the essence and

spirit of the atheistic religion

In course of time the links in the chain of Gurus and &isyas of

the Tantrika schools snapped and in consequence thereof the

secret principles of the Tantras gradually became unintelligible to

the average person. This fact created greater opportunities for

misrepresentation and degradation of the Tantrika creed and as a

result the public lost all faith in it.

The position of the Vedas, which also deals with the cult of

worship, has been fully discussed in the Agamasastras.* and

explained by Rfighavabhatta in the very beginning of his illu-

minating commentary on Saradatilaka. Without fully knowing

the significance of the mantras, one cannot proceed with the

rituals. To know the meaning of the mantras one must, as a
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a principle, understand fully the significance of Sabda (sound).
To grasp fully the underlying secret principles of Upasana that
are revealed in this text, one should first of all learn the secrets
and technicalities, attaching to this particular school of Tantra,
from one who has obtained his knowledge in an unbroken line of
discipleship from the author. But unfortunately no such commen-
tary on this work has yet been unearthed.

The average reader would, therefore, experience great difficulty
in understanding the meaning of many abstruse passages in the
text, and the uninitiated would feel helpless in determining the
real object of the text. Adopting, however, the method followed
by Svamipada, a summary of the abstruse principles of Tantra as
explained in some of the standard works on the subject is given
in the next chapter.

CHAPTER in

Principles of Worship

The Upasaka should understand two forms of the Upasya
(adorable) one—Sthula (gross) and Sulcsma (subtle). The Sadhaka
may not attain Siddhi (perfection) by worshipping the Sthula

form alone. With Sthula form he shall have to adore the Sulcsma

form also. By worshipping both the forms, the Sadhaka achieves

his desired End. The Saguna Upasana of Parabrahman is the
Sthula Upasana. In Saguna Upasana, the Sadhaka conceives

the name, form etc., of his adored Diety, according to his own
taste and temperament. As individual tastes of Sadhakas are

varied, so there are various forms of the Upasyadevata. The
diversity of the temperament of the Upasaka is the result of his

Karman or Samskara of his previous birth. In consequence of

this, the eternal Spirit of Parabrahman reveals Itself to different

Sadhakas in different forms. The essential truth underlying

the principles of Upasana has been mentioned in works dealing

with Upasana. The different names and forms, through which the

different Sadhakas conceive the Spirit of Parabrahman at the

time of worship, constitute the background of the Sthula Upasana;
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and the contemplation of the identity of the soul of the SSdhaka

with that of the Adored Deity is Suksma Upasana. This Realisa-

tion is the Ultimate Goal of all Upasana. Nyasa, Japa, Puja,

Homa, Tarpana etc., are the means of attaining this End. The

identification of the body of the Worshipped Divinity with that

of the worshipper is done through Nyasa. Japa attributes the

divine spirit of holiness in that abstract body. Puja strengthens

the divine thought. By Homa the worldly attraction of the

individual soul is destroyed. By Tarpana the oneness of the

worshipper and the Worshipped is finally established. The

Upasana, culminating in the unification of the adorer and the

Adored is Suksma Upasana. The different forms of Upasana have

been detailed in works dealing with Upasana.*

On studying Cidgagana-candrika it will be found that the

author has composed this work to eulogise the worship of some great

Female Divinity and has named the Divinity by the appellation

of Adya-Sakti Kali. The Divinity adored by the Sadhaka is Kali.

She is none other than Parabrahman (of the Upanisads) to the

Sadhaka. This very Kali is the Adya Sakti of Parabrahman which

has been described as Maya in Vedanta, Prakrti in Sankhya and

Adrsta in Nyaya. This Adya jSakti is known in the Tantra as Sakti.

In the Agamasastras no great differentiation is made between Sakti

and Saktimat.f Sakti, as worshipped in the Agamas, is described

to be above all religion, beyond all proof and is described in the

<> ^TTclN ^TcIT STtrfiT I

*TOT vwffe 'gqqigl JTPira'dJT I

—?^nrq<TCt^rr 1

%
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Upanisads as Parabrahman. The object of our author’s adoration

is thus Parabrahman Itself appearing in the form of the great Kali.

This has been clearly mentioned by him in sloka 273, chapter IV:

—

VT a ^ |

«rrf*t gf fawn c^tt f^in ?r spur n

The Svetaivatara Upanisad has described the Supreme Deity

precisely in the same way as Kalidasa has described Sakti.

The Svetasvatara text runs

—

The aspect of the Supreme Principle in the female form, as

adored in the Agamas, has been described in the male form in the

Vedas. This male aspect is called ‘Kala’. The worship of

Parabrahman as Kala is found in the Kala-sukta of the Atharva

Veda.* The same idea is echoed in the Srimad-Bhagavad Gita

also

—

sKToftsfol I—UIV*

The Kala, as mentioned in the Vedas and the Gita, is the same
as Parabrahman. Upani?ad notes :

—

sjtt55Tcj
s

f snirfor ^ i

sfnst qf&qj&nqti— ihft
|

So what is described in the Vedas in the shape of a Male under

the epithets of Parabrahman, Paramatman, Purusa, Sat, Cit,

Ananda etc., is mentioned in Agamasastras in the form of a
Divine Female, as Kali Candi, etc.

It is believed that the whole universe does not fall to pieces

due to the preserving power of the Great Preserver Parabrahman.

The same Parabrahman is worshipped in the Agamas as PrakaSa,

Vimarsa, Kali, Candi, etc. With all the differences regarding the

* 3tw=rt apart l

jjepnfsi f^satT: u

Spfa UTOTcHT —
* 5.1^1 K
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principle of worship, the Agamas and the Vedas agree on this one

point at least. Taking into consideration the derivation of the

word Kali, the same idea is confirmed. The expression ‘Kali’ has

been derived from the word ‘Kala.’ The word ‘Kala’ is derived

from the root ‘kala’ of the ‘bhu’ class (bhvadiganlya) which is

often used in the sense—“to sound and to count.”

It is also derived from the root ‘kala’ meaning ‘to throw away,’

‘to move’ and ‘to count’. The root then belongs to the ‘cura* class

(curadiganiya). In the Tantrasara, Abhinavaguptapada has used the

root ‘kala’ to mean moving, throwing, knowing, counting, acquir-

ing, sounding, and the annihilation of one’s own personality. Five

different meanings of the root ‘kala’ have been mentioned in the

Tantraloka only to trace the base of ‘Kala.’ Ksepa (throwing),

jnana (knowing), samkhyana (counting), gati (moving), and nada

(sounding)—these five are the different meanings of the root ‘kala.’

?FT23 SnsaiTH *TicRT^

The outward manifestation of Atman is ksepa. The realisation

of the oneness of the universe thus manifested with one’s own-

self is jiiana. The manifested world consists of categories like the

cognising subject (pramatr), objects of cognition (prameya)

etc. The regulation or restriction in the form—“This is such, and

not not-such,”—(i. e. a clear-cut connotation of every category

experienced) —is called ‘vikalpa’ (restriction). The attainment

of one’s own real nature expelling the distinction between all

manifested categories, such as the cogniser and the object of

cognition etc., is ‘gati’. It should be noted in this connexion that

there is no subject-object relation in this technical type of ‘gati’.

‘Gati’ usually means ‘prapti’ (attainment). But whenever we

say that one attains something, that something is different from

the person who gets it. Or, in other words, ONE is the subject

and something ( Mat ) is the object. This differentiation between

subject and object is absent in the stage of this ultimate ‘gati’, as in

the case of the phenomenon of reflection. When the mirror breaks,

the reflected figure of the face merges into its original prototype

face (bimba). But for that reason nothing new is attained by the

reflection which only gets its own nature. This sort of getting into

one’s own true nature is ‘gati’. The acquirement of its own nature

by the reflecting medium with the withdrawal of the reflected

object is ‘gati’ e. g.—the acquirement of its own nature on the part
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of the crystal on the withdrawal of the Jaba flower, is the best

instance of getting the Svarupa (opparational acquirement). Nada
is the attainment of True Consciousness with the disappearance

of the differentiating knowledge of categories, by unchangeable

intuition. Tantraloka notes thus :

—

Sri Bhutiraja Guru echoed the same voice :

—

“^qRT, fTRT^l qq# l”

By taking into consideration the prakrti (base), pratyaya (suffix)

and signification of the word ‘Kala’, it will be be found that

Parabrahman is in Itself Adya Sakti. Thus Kalika cannot signify

anything other than Parabrahman, Parasiva or Parasakti. For

this reason in the Tantrasara the expression Paramesvara, Purna-

samvitsvabhava, Samarthya, Urmi, Hrdaya, Sara, Spanda,

Vibhuti, Trisika, Kali, Karsani, Candi, Ban!, Bhoga, Drk, Nitya,

etc., have been used to denote Kali. In short, from whichever

point it may be seen, it will be found that Adya Salcti Kali is

nothing else but Parabrahman. There might be some difference in

name only, but nothing in sense or spirit.

Partly due to the actions of the Upasaka in his previous birth

and partly due to his Sadhana, the form of the Worshipped often

undergoes a striking variation.

All those different forms of the Adya Sakti Kali mentioned in

the Agamasastras, particularly those forms prevalent in Kashmir, are

discussed in the Sastras for the moral benefit of the Upasaka. Of

these different forms the most important images and names are

dealt with in the Cidgagana-candrika. In the Tantraloka twelve,

thirteen, sixteen and seventeen different forms of the Adya Saktl

are enumerated.* The following are their respective names (1)

* “giqJOK I

frra =qq II

e^rfr ercN =q i

^3[3si aq: qr: n
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Sr§ti-Kali, (2) Sthiti-Kali, (3) Samhara-Kali, (4) Rakta-Kali (5)

Sva-Kali, (also known as Su-Kali), (6) Yama-Kali, (7) Mrtyu-Kali,

(8) Rudra-Kali (also known as Bhadra-Kali), (9) Paramarka-Kali,

(10) Martanda-Kali, (H) Kalagni-Rudra-Kall, and (12) Maha-Kali

(also known as Para-Kali, Maha-Kala-Kali, Kala-Kali and Kali).

The twelve different forms of Adya Sakti Kali are dealt with in the

Sri Sardhasatika. If the name of “Mahabhairavaghoracanda-Kali”

be added to the list of the twelve different names and forms

of Adya Sakti, the thirteenth variation is obtained. This has been

mentioned in the Tantrar;ijabha11araka .
* The mention of the

sixteenth and seventeenth forms of Kali is obtained in the Tantra-

loka and the Kramasadbhavabhattaraka ; but their names or

dhyanas are hardly to be found.

What has been said above regarding the twelveth and

thirteenth forms of Kali, are discussed in the Kramastuti with

their forms and dhyanas. These dhyanas are also given in the

Tantraloka. The dhyanas of the fourteen kinds of Kali are given

in the beginning of the Cidgagana-candrika from the Tantraloka.

So these are not again given here in details. The secrets of these

forms have been very clearly discussed by Abhinavaguptapada

in his Tantraloka and in the commentary on Tantraloka by Maha-

Mahesvara Jayaratha.

cPTT sflTT m: ||



CHAPTER IV

Trika Principles

In the report on the working of the peripatetic party of the

Government Oriental Manuscript Library during the quadriennium

1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, an account of the Cidgaganacandrika is

found. Here Cidgagana-candrika is reckoned as a “tantric work in

praise of Sakti as conceived by the Kashmirian Saivaism.” Kashmir
Saivaism, as distinguished from other forms of Saivaism known
and still practised in some parts of India may be studied from

the Siva-sutras with their commentary on them by Kesavaraja,

called the Vimarsini. The doctrines and teachings of this form

of worship are known as Trika-Sasana, Trika-Sastra or simply

Trika, and are generally referred to as Rahasya-sampradaya
;

while the distinctive name of Siva-Sasana or Sivagama is given

to Saivaism. The term applies to the triple principle with which

the system deals viz. or ‘qfcT-qRl-trej’, In the

Para Trimsika the phrase “ occurs. (Vide,

introductory verse 8).

A striking peculiarity to notice about the system of Trika

Philosophy is its idealistic monism (Advaitavada), and it differs in

fundamental principles from other forms of 3aivaism.

It is admitted on all hands that the Trika form of Saivaism

first came into prominence in Kashmir at the beginning of the

ninth or perhaps at the end of the eighth century A. D. Still the

original isiva-Sasana or £ivagama is far older than this date.

Indeed, we may have to trace its beginning in the early Vedic

Revelations. Even the orthodox followers of the Isivagama in

Kashmir admit that the Trika-^asana first made its appearance

(or, as they put it, reappearance) about the beginning of the ninth

century A.D. A brief account of the Trika School is given below.

In the beginning all the £astras existed in the yet unlettered

thought and experience of the Supreme Deity in the form of

the Para Vak (that is beyond all thought and speech).

Next, as the Universe derives a more tangible manifestation

the Para Vak* appears in that thought and experience which is

* Para Vak, ‘the ‘All-transcending Word’ that is beyond all obiective thought and speech

in all their forms, not excluding even the Avyakta, the most germinal of them.”
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to be and which still cannot be conceived of. The Para Vak now
appears in another form viz. Pasyanti (vision). With the progress

of the manifestation of the Universe, the PaSyantI Vak assumes a

third form, viz.,—Madhyama, the Middle one, and could distinguish

one form from another as “this” or “that.” Madhyama then

takes its stand on and between the undifferentiated Pasyanti on one

hand and the fully manifested Vaikharl Vak on the other. In the

opinion of the commentator on Alankara-Kaustubha, Vaikari Vak
is nothing but thought and experience expressed through the

vocal organ. “And what are called the Siva Sastras, indeed all

Sastras, are nothing but this Divine Madhyama Vak assuming

these forms and ‘flowing out,’ as the Vaikari or spoken words,

in five ‘streams,’ from what may be regarded as the ‘Five Faces’

of the Deity, the faces which represent the five aspects of His

five-fold power and glory, namely, Cit, Ananda, Iccha, Jnana and

Kriya, and which are respectively called *sana, Tatpurusa

Sadyojata, Aghora and Vamadeva”.* The Saiva Sastras, which

consist of no less than sixty four systems representing many
aspects of thought may be mainly divided into three different

schools.

1. Doctrine of the essential unity and identity of all that seems

to be many (Advaita or Abheda).

2. Doctrine of the diversity or plurality of principles which

may be comprehended by some as the essence of things (Bheda).

3. Doctrine of the unity from one standpoint, and multi-

plicity from another, of these principles in accordance with their

logic. (Bhedabheda). t

Of these sixtyfour Saiva-Sastras most disappeared with the

growing influence of Kali age and with the disappearance of Rsis,

people began to sink into spiritual darkness. The Tantraloka

notes that Siva took pity on men and appeared on the Kailasa

Mountatain in the guise of Srlkantha and asked Durvasas to

broadcast the essence of the Sastras among the people of the

universe. The sage’s three ‘mind-born’ sons began to teach

anew the Sivagama. Of these sons Tryambaka was to preach

Abheda or Advaya (Monistic Philosophy). It is this philosophy

which is spoken of as the Trika System of thought.

* Kashmir Shaivaism—'.he Kashmir series of Texts and Studies,

t See Hindu Realism pp. 5*10, by J, C. Chatterjee. B. A. (Cantah)
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The literature of the Trika system falls into three board

divisions.

A. THE AGAMA-SASTRA,—which is regarded as of divine

authorship, and lays down the doctrines (jnana) and the practices

(kriya) of the system as revelations which are considered to be

handed down (agama) from teacher to pupil (sampradaya).

B. THE SPANDA SASTRA,—This lays down the principal

systems in details and in more expanded forms than the Siva

Sutras without quoting philosophical reasonings in support.

C. THE PRATYABHIJi^A SASTRA—,This is considered as

the Manana or Vicara-Sastra, i. e., philosophy proper of the Trika

School. It contains an exhaustive treatment of the doctrines

with suitable argument and support and refutes the views of the

opponents.

The Main Doctrine of the Trika Philoshophy

Before one goes through the pages of Cidgagan-candrika, one

must possess at least a little knowledge of the main doctrines of

the Trika or Advaita Saiva Philosophy of Kashmir. The true and

ultimate nature of an experiencing Being, as held by the Trika

school, may be stated as follows :

—

Atman, the true and innermost self in all beings, is an

unchangeable verity of the nature of a cognizing principle.

Never does it assume the form of either the cognized or the

means of cognition.

It is also known as Caitanya or Cit and also Para Samvit, the

Supreme Experience ;
Paramesvara, the Supreme God ; Siva the

Benign One ;
Parama Siva, the Supremely Benign One.

The Caitanya or Parama Siva is the Reality which underlies

everything in the universe, taking one thing at a time and also

comprehending the universe as a whole. Parama Siva is Eternal

and Infinite, beyond the limits of time, space and form. His nature

manifests itself in a two-fold aspect :—immanent aspect in which

He pervades the universe, and (2) a transcendental aspect in which

He is beyond all universal manifestations. The universe with an

infinite series of variety of objects, and means of experience, is

nothin^ but different manifestations of the immanent aspect of

Parama Siva Himself. Sakti (Power) is nothing but this imma-

nent aspect of Parama Siva. Saki is known as His Feminine
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Aspect, and has a large number of modes or forms.* Of these

Iccha Sakti, Jnana Sakti, and Kriya Sakti are the most funda-

mental and primary ones, “With these five principal aspects of

His Sakti, of which there is in reality an infinite number of modes,

Parama Siva manifests Himself or which is the same thing he

manifests His Sakti—as the universe.” And he does this of his

own accord (svecchaya) with no other material than his own

Power and in Himself as the basis of the universe (svabhittau).

In short, the universe may be regarded as only an expansion

of the Power of Parama Siva Himself in His aspect as Sakti, while

He still remains the ever transcendent Caitanaya without being

affected by the process of manifestation.

When Sakti expands (unmisati), the universe comes to its

existence and when the Energy ( Sakti ) closes up (nimisati),

the universe ceases to be. There were countless universes before

and there will be an equally countless number of them in the

eternal space of time. And the Divine Sakti will go on repeating

the process of opening herself out and closing herself up eternally,

as there is no absolute beginning or a final ending. Such a

phase of manifestation or actuality of the Sakti is called an Udaya,

Unmesa, Abhasana or Srsti (Creation) while a potential phase is

termed as Pralaya (Dissolution) ; and a complete wheel consisting

of Srsti and Pralaya is known as a Ivalpa (‘imagining’, assuming,

or ideation, namely, of a chain of creations, and dissolutions). -

)

-

“Even though of an infinite variety, the things and being, of

which the Universe, thus produced by the “opening out” of Sakti,

consists, are built up of only a few fundmental and general factors

=» “ifltRqSJ Tantrasara, Ahn. IV.

“ Jp’ufrr: ( qgffa: )
Ibid., Ahn. i.

q^HTC: q^fa: 3nfq;f¥lfjTflT: Ibid., Ahn. ii.

(
q^fSr: )

553T-§qq%qT-

fsfiq^q:” I Tantrasara, Ahn. i.

•j- For the use of these terms in the above sense, compare Vedic

passage “ ^mTqqqq^qq^ ” Reg ,
V. X 190. 8. Also see Hindu

Realism pp. 95-100, 125-128, by J. C. Cliatterjee.
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technically called the Tattvas,
( lit,, thatness or whatness,

namely, of everything that exists)”.*

These Tattvas may be divided into eight heads and may be
termed as follows :

—

1. Five factors consisting what may be called the materiality
of the sensible universe viz. PrthivI or Dhara Tattva (Earth),
Ap (Water), Agni (Fire), Vayu (Air) and Akasa (Sky).

2. Five principles or Indriyas, indicating powers or capacities

of action or functions of sense-organs of activity. They are
Upastha (recreative or generative organs), Payu (the voiding or
discarding organs), Pad a (the feet), Hasta (the hand) and the
Vak (vocal organ).

3. Tanmatras or five subtle primary elements evolving the
objects of sense perception viz, Gandhatanmatra (subtle element of

odour-as-such), Rasa-tanmatra (subtle element of flavour-as-such),

Rupa-tanmatra (subtle element of colour-as-sucli), Sparsa-

tanmatra (subtle element of touch-as-such) and Sabda-tanmatra

(subtle element of sound-as-such).

4. Five powers of sense perception, Jnanendriyas or Buddhi-
ndriyas, viz., Ghranendriya or Nasika (power of sense of smell)

Rasanendriya or Jihva (sense of taste), Darsanendriya or Cak§us
(power of sight), Sparsendriya or Tvak (power of feeling-by-

touch), and Sravanendriya or Karna (power of hearing).

5. Three capacities of mental operation (Antahkarana i. e. the
the inner organ) viz. the Manas (the faculty of ratiocination, con-
centration and imagination), the Ahankara (Ego-sense or I-sense)

and the Buddhi (or the capacity of judgment or determination).

6. Principles of the personal subject-object, viz., Prakrti the
rest of all feelings (that is, affection in the widest sense of the

term, or the principle of affection in general) and Purusa, the

individual self.

7. Six principles of subjective limitation, viz. Kala (time or

the determinant of ‘when’), Raga (attachment), Niyati (restriction

wrfa cT<T. sr«TT frrf^PJ^ctTrfT

I Pra. Vi, 'III, i, 2.
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or regulation), Vidya (limited knowledge), Kala (art i. e. the

power or author of limited creation), Maya, (
the illusive self-

forgetting and differentiating Power).

8. Five principles of the universal subject-object, viz., Sad-

Vidya or Suddha-Vidya (i. e., the principle ,of True or Pure

Knowledge), Aisvara or the isvara Tatta (Lordliness or Might),

the Sadalchya or the principle of Sada-Siva Tattva (that from

which the experience ‘Being’ begins), the Sakti Tattva (the Power-

principle) and the Siva Tattva (the Benign Principle). It may be

said to correspond to Brahman as Pure Cit.

When these Tattvas are made clear, • it is easy to know that

the manifested Universe consists, from the Trika point of view,

of the above general priciples or Tattvas. Consisting of these

factors, the Universe is only a manifestation of the Power or

Sakti of Parama Siva,—or more precisely, of Parama Siva Himself

in His aspect as Sakti.

CHAPTER XVI

The Siva-Sakti Tattva

Parama Siva is all complete in Himself and holds the universe

as an ‘Amarsah Paranadagarbhah.’ This lies as the support of all

that is afterwards expressed in categorical terms of discursive

thought and speech. He transcends even this supremely ideal

universe, or in other words, the universal experience. All com-

plete in Himself, He is both the transcending Reality, Bliss and

Consciousness as well as the One All-pervading Supreme Experi

ence. There is hardly any need of a universal manifestation nor is

there any feeling of want. But for the existence of the universe

He exerts His Sakti which manifests itself. This manifestation of

His Sakti follows from the principle of Negation which as the

commentary on Paramarthasara notes is (
‘ )

‘Nisedhavyapdrarupa.’
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Pratyabhijnanahrdaya speaks of the manifestation of His

Sakti as follows :

—

firqq arafoflrqfaq; f^fqqT-

i?qrfeinqRrf^ci ffoqqre^qrfergfqrcficiqr sroRord^r si^unfiRcrqr

Fjcft i cTcf: fq^rqqrfTcireqrdqcifqgq^+rrqcra^qmqT?ncficiqrfq

siqfr I

After the manifestation He allows the universe to vanish, as if

by magic, from His view and then there is a feeling of want of a

universe in Him. But there should hardly be any feeling of the

want of a manifested world in Him, as He is all* complete in Him-
self. At this stage He is nothing more or less than Parama Siva

in all essentials. But the experience of the ideal Universe is no
more to be found in Him, ancl consequently His immanent aspect

as pervading the universe is eliminated, and He does no longer

feel as one and identical with Himself. When the experience

of the supremely ideal universe is eliminated, the Siva Tattva

becomes the pure self-luminous Consciousness (Cinmatra or Cit

only). It then ^fg’ shines, not as

something illumined, but as the very essence of illumination and
there is no feeling or notion of r universe in the experience.

Thus it is made clear that in the experience of the Siva-

Tattva there is only the pure “I-sense” in its sublimest aspect

without even the conception of ‘I -am’, lest it speaks of an
identity, however, subdued or indistinct, indicating ‘I am this’

viz., the mind and the body

.

The Siva-Tattva is counted as the first stage in the universal

manifestation, though Paratyabhi
j nanahrdaya excludes it from the

range of the Tattvas which manifest only in Srsti. Abhinavagupta
speaks of it as a state in which the Git aspect of Sakti is most mani-
fest. No doubt all the other aspects are present there; but they are

held in suppression. On account of the suppression of these aspects

of the Divine Sakti, and also as the experience of the universe

is nagatived there rises a tremendous need of some Salcti to

make such an act of negation possible. This aspect of the Divine
Salcti is popularly known as the Sakti-Tattva which forms the
second factor in the manifestation ot the universe. It is coeval
with biva-Tattva in the manifestation of the universe and so it
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cannot be called a second stage, as by virtue of its operation the
manifestation of Siva-Tattva becomes possible ; and so in some
cases, the separate mention of Sakti-Tattva from the list of
Tattvas is omitted.*

But if taken separately, it is nothing other than the manifes-
tation of the Ananda aspect of the Divine Sakti which, as defined
in the Tantrasara, is :

—

cT^rr ^ w.’—Pra. Vi„ Vi. fol. 258.

The virtue of Ananda, as supremest Bliss and self-satisfaction
is perfect Rest in what is one’s own, and cessation of all motions
and agitations or confusions. For perfect Bliss cannot be
expected with the absence of restlessness unless there is a
complete absence of all goings and movings out. A particular
stage in £iva-lattva is considered here where there is no
moving out yet, but only a feeling of absolute rest and peace
is to be found here, this feeling can be only the realisation of

Ananda aspect of the Divine Sakti.

As they enter into the process of the universal manifestation,
the Siva and the ^akti lattvas are happily united to each other,

—

the former as the sacred light of the Cognizing Principle, as only
the Cit realising Itself as the pure ‘I’, devoid even of the experience
of an am

; and the latter, as the realisation of the feeling of only

the profoundest Bliss and Peace beyond all understanding—as

that Ananda which lies at the root of all things to come.

It is true that the £iva-£akti Tattvas owe their origin to

Parama £iva in as much as they develop a knowledge which is

other than Para Samvit ; still they hold their existence for an

eternal space of time. They have no destruction in Pralaya but

abide in the bosom of Parama £iva as the seed of the universe that

would come to be. If this view regarding the seed of the universe

is discussed further, it will be seen that the Siva-Tattva may be

* Vide Pra. Hrdaya, p. 8.
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termed as the Life (Prana) in the universal seed, whereas the

Sakti-Tattva abides as the potential energy of the various forms

in which that Life is manifested in the universe.

Further, Siva-Tattva when used to indicate Life or Prana, is

nothing more than Prathama Spanda or first vibrative motion of

Parama Siva, as it is noted

—

^ jpjjj: cT5T|r:”

Sakti-Tattva is the life and soul of the Principle of Restraint

and so its main task consists in controlling and regulating that

movement of Life.

September, 1987. Arnold Avalon.



PREFACE.

Arthur Avalon, the late editor of the Agamanusandhana Samiti,

more than six years ago thought of publishing Cidgagana-candiika

which is traditionally ascribed to Kalidasa. His Highness the Late

Maharajadhiraja Ranieshvara Singh Bahadur of Darbhanga, the

then President of the Agamanusandhana Samiti, whose knowledge

of and reverence for the ancient Hindu Sastras was very great also

desired the publication of this work which had hitherto been

unpublished.

At that time Arthur Avalon was busy in editing the

Saradatilakatantram and the Prapancasaratantram with the

commentaries of Raghava Bhatta and Padmapadacarya res-

pectively. Inspite of his heavy work he was on the look out

for original manuscripts and commentaries on the Cidgagana-

Candrika. He succeeded in securing two copies of original manus-

cripts of the Cidgagana-candrilta, one from the Government

Sanskrit Manuscript Library, Madras and another from the Adyar

Theosophical Library ;
but he had to postpone the publication of

the work to a later date, so that the already undertaken mig it e

published first. But as fate would have it, he passed away in t le

beginning of the last year without proceeding further with the

work. Swami Sri Trivikrama Tirtha who was a A ogin, persona y

combining in him the the attributes of a Tantrika, Sadha

Philosopher and above all a scholar of a very sound type, took up

the responsibility of editing the present book. But he also passec

away the year before last. However this small book owes it bein&

largely to the great Swamiji’s vast erudition and first hand know

ledge of Tantrik practices.

The text in the Manuscripts from the Government Manuscript

Library gives 309 Slokas in full, as mentioned by the aut or

himself, where as the other Manuscript of the Adyar Libraiy

is incomplete. For this reason the Text of the Manuscripts

secured from the Government Manuscript Library has been mam y

followed. But still the Adyar Library Manuscript has been of

great value in deciding the precise readings of the Text in several

cases. In places, where both the variant readings occuring in the

Manuscripts have been found to be equally reasonable, one of them

has been mentioned in the foot note.
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It will not be perhaps out of place to mention here that it

was first decided to give a full translation of all the Slokas of the

text, but this could not be done at present for various reasons,

chiefly because no commentary on the text could be found.

If opportunities be forthcoming, the desired translation may
be appended in the second edition.

The controversy regarding the identification of Kalidasa,

the author of Cidgagana-candrika has been purposely avoided.

It is difficult to imagine in all seriousness whether the very pen
which produced Salcuntala, Meghaduta and the like and has

enchanted the fancy of the people for several centuries did also go
to the length of composing this abstruse work on Tantrikism.

It is also equally difficult to rest content with the belief that

Kalidasa the author of immortal dramas and poetry was an al-

together different person from the author of this Tantrik work.

In the body of the Introduction only an attempt has been made
to show that most probably the author of this work lived and
wrote in the 11th century A. D.

Coming back to the present condition of the Agamanusan-
sandhana Samiti, we regret very much to say that by the sad
and lamentable demise of Ilis Highness the Maharajadhiraja

Bameshvara Singh Bahadur of Darbhanga in 1931, the Samiti has

lost the devoted services of a guide of no mean culture. His place

has been graciouly taken by his able son His Highness Maharaja-
dhiraja Kamesvara Singh Bahadur under whose kind patronage
and direction the Samiti is at present continuing its work. By
the sudden death of Arthur Avalon the Samiti has been deprived

of the learned services of a sincere scholar and it is a hard task

to fill up the gap caused by his demise

For the publication of this book, we owe a great debt of

gratitude to Dr. N. K. Dutt M. A.,Ph. D., Principal (officiating) of

the Government Sanskrit College, for his invaluable suggestions.

This cannot close without words of thanks and gratitude to Prof.

ASoka Natha Sastrl M. A., P R. S. of the Calcutta University who
inspite of his heavy work took special care and great pains to read

the proofs of the Introduction.

September
, 1937. Arnold Avalon.
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qqr OetI qfaqrcrsqqTqqrsqqsqeqq fqsqqq^feqqqrar ^Tfw-

qrcftfoqTW q qqfqfq^qWifqi qqrfa qfeqrfq i qq: qrfqqqqqfoq?:

qtfqqll^qfifqqr qrerqjsnq: qqqftiqi qqqsqiqq^ q#iq,qr:

qjfqqq ^qqfej^qqqqf^qqqrqr sg’foqr. qfeqi: i qqqq q^mqq^r-

qftqqqr^Tsrqftq fqg-qqqq^Riw qq^qq: #jC^t zzi: qfeqra I

^qtqfqqqq qqqqqrqTgqq qq qqqqqqsq^qqfq^r qfqqiqqqqjiqnr

qrqtaq q#r qr?q q^T^qi qq qfw^qf^l q§T«f qqqq;qT*qqq

^qr^qg^qr ^q^q qqqqTqqrairi qqq i

^fe^TqrqTqTqqq qqr ^Tqqr^qiqtffqRT fqsqnjqq qf?qq^^q

^ ^qrqqqqt q^T qftqqqr eqjqlq fq^qqqq^qq-gR^ qfiqgqqqqqt

fqgqlfq qqqj i qqiqqfq g qfegqfq q qq=q ^ qqqjT i

qqfeqq q^qr fq^^ralqrssqrs-iqqiq; gqfi qiqfq $$£p§tof&t qqr

fq^ifq q $qT %qq q^qqsq q^qfqjqq q fq^iT qqqqrfqqTflqr i

qqqqi SqRTqr qqfoqq qq q?qqqi *gqr | qqt^ ^qqq: qq qf*q*TT

^T ^fqqqr jjqt *jq: qfeqr |
qqq?q< qqs>.%qqqq: qT qqjqfqq

^IqqfqfqspcT aTfNqsqwPTMFIT fqqq: $q: I tf^T^q q JPW
RpqffqgR qq-q q^' ^ qf^t qq, *6«& fqfa^ftiq: I qi^qqlq

sqq^fq^srcqqr ^fq qqr qqrqqqqTRR qiqqfq qqr qT^qq'r-

fjqfU qqrRqr^q q?q?qq fegrqrqq qqrqrqqiqq qqr ^ft^qrei

^q ^T^Wqr: qgfqq qrqfq<q*qq qRfqqt f| i

^q q?qR qfq^fqgqr qq qqTsrfeqr qq^q ;
i

qqqiqqs?q ^qfqfqqgqr^qqfiq feqlqr ^ ^sqrcfqq-fqqtqfqjqbr

^tqT|sr-qq^iq
|

gqqfafq fqqt ^13 tq^i3 qrsq^qrg^q 3

s?qq qq 1 qsnfa q^w-

^r^r^q qrwr f^n**1 * q^mq^Tqrq qqmfq

‘i'&f qfq^iq fqqq q?q |

^tq>?rqqi

^faffsr qgqqsur
(

3 ^^qf-

q^fjqr ^rqqq qgrqgqqqq qrq^qqiq^^ ^ 1 ^ ^
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*RR JRiRfel^T R fa^RR R^rRq I RpRra^RRFT'R,

^fqRfjRqtfqqRT q^RRRfiqftqtT >^t^T 35/TTR q SRSfa JRRT-

gR% ^rr i ?ra qq qTRq^ ^v^ofs^ ^Rlqi&Rmt rr

I

FRRTR Wl 3>Tf^TST sfa 5F«rqft^^^ fasn| SFFRJ

RT§*TFRRT«R Olfaviqt gSRFR ?RPRU^reTin?psi^?n5T^-

fqRrqTRqqqi ^nN+Rifrafcr rr 3fonR«n*5^£tati: RqRqlqqRq

f^^nFR^f^FRiRTfR epTfRqTOlRJR'FRTRT RTfq |

RTCWR-( RT^q^FTR ) qqRpRT ^RSR^Rfa gJjClRTTTT-^ erlRSRRq^RTRTRRf^TtqT^^^T RRiR^fq^RT #|#nfl|^|fq.
r5rtr(r srrfpr Rtasrf?rarara*f *ra£ft3gg

d
QT£r fR^RRRf^sET*

qRFTft i

TTtsRTR^RRR'TCRlRqR n^FRRlfq R^RRR^f R^TRRRCiqft-

R5T ^fR ^Tfoi 5Rt R fRRFR RRt^RTRRRTR fe^RTRTfq^q^r

RqqR^RRTWRR^RTR RRR qRRR 51R RRt^TplTfR R|R
|

RqRRTRRvTfq ^frRR ^tlg 3,
3oc, ^ou, \o£ ^TRq% qq =q<jq

R^3 ^RRfRRR qqf^Ttf | RR qRRT RRt qq%qT^
5RSTCR 3r£ *TR^ |

RJTf^TRfR RRR RRT^RlfqRqRRR RR RTRRTRq
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